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ABSTRACT:
The paper presented a new type of double helical-winding tubular induction
motor (DHWTIM). The proposed motor consists of double- layer helical windings
primary arranged on the same circumference with a common secondary. By
controlling the phase sequence of supply voltage for each of primary winding
layers, the secondary conductor would be capable of producing pure rotary motion,
pure linear motion, or helical motion. An appropriate multi-layer analysis using
cylindrical geometry is presented. This has been used to study the effect of iron
presence in the magnetic circuit of the machine on its performance.
KEY WORDS
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الخالصة
مااا
حثاااس اسااا اَس يًتهااا طبقتااامٍ ياااٍ انًهثااا
يتُااا ل هااا ا انبحااا در اساااه أداء يحااا
أٌ عاذد األط ا ا انًحم ما
،انًح انًقت ح يتك ٌ يٍ طبقتمٍ يٍ انًهث انه نبم (جاءء انث تا.األط ار
. انًح ري يتس ي فس كهت ان بقتمٍ يع انجءء انث َ ي انع و (انجءء انًتح
أٌ أن يقه انتس تى استخذايه َظ ي نتحهمم انًح هاس ط يقاه تحهمهماه ها فه تاى اساتخذاو أساه ا
تاى انتعا ع عهاأ تا م جا د انحذياذ فاس همكام
 كت ت ت َا ي نها ا انغا،ًأنتغ يه االعتم دي تبع نه ا ت
. انًح
INTRODUCTION
Since the commercial motor produces only one dimensional (linear or
rotary) motion, the two–dimensional motion generally requires more than two kinds
of motors. The helical winding induction motor (HWIM) topology is such that the
developed electromagnetic forces produce helical motion, and this would be a
desirable asset to the fields of machine tools and robotic (such as valve-seat
grinding).
Massoud and Cathy [1988] had presented a helical winding induction motor
(HWIM) that could be used in a tandem arrangement of two units to form a direct–
acting, two degree of freedom a actuator. That was capable of producing pure rotary
motion, pure linear motion, or helical motion, the analysis presented, however,
made use of a rotating Cartesian Coordinate, and limited the analysis to the case
where only two poles exist in the circumferential direction.
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Alwash [2003] had presented a tubular motor with helical winding, together
with a multi-layer mathematical model chosen for the analysis. Since then few, but
significant, papers relating to helical motion machines have been published.
The primary object of this paper first to develop the winding layout for such
model, and second to show the effect of the presence of iron in the magnetic circuit
on the performance of the machine.
WINDING LAYOUT
The basic development of the helical motion tubular induction motor can
be explained with the aid of fig.(1.a). That shows a flat layout of the instantaneous
pole pattern of a helical motion tubular induction motor. If this layout is rolled
about an axis and applied (EE) to (FF), the result is a helical motion tubular
induction motor, as shown in fig. (1.b).

(a)

(b)

Fig.(1). Development of a helical motion tubular induction motor.
a. Instantaneous pole pattern of a planner motor.
b. planner motor rolled to form a tubular motor.
The primary coil construction of one phase of the winding may be explained
with the aid of fig. (2.a), which shows the coil structure for the planner motor. To
convert this into the tubular shape, it is rolled to produce the construction
shown in fig. (2.b).

(a)

(b)

Fig.(2). Coil structure of one phase of helical motion tubular induction motor.
a. Coil structure of a planner motor.
b. Coil structure of a tubular motor.
Fig. (3) show the helical windings in the tubular form for two poles axially. The
model shown in fig. (3.a) has two poles circumferentially while that shown in fig.
(3.b) has four poles circumferentially.
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(b)

Fig. (3). A 3-phase helical motion tubular induction motor with 2-poles axially.
a. 2-Poles circumferentially
b. 4-Poles circumferentially
Polyphase versions of the winding may of course be arranged, fig. (4)
shows unrolled 3–phase configuration, with two poles circumferentially and
axially.

Fig. (4). An unrolled 3-phase helical motion tubular induction motor with two
poles axially and circumferentially.
From this point, the developed 3-phase winding for the (DHWTIM) may be
represented as shown in fig.(5).
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(First layer)

(Second layer)

Fig. (5). An unrolled 3-phase double helical windings tubular induction
motor with two poles axially and circumferentially.

THEORETICAL EVALUATION
The layer theory approach has been used to analyze this type of machines,
Freeman [1968], Freeman and Smith[1970]. The mathematical analyzes of the
model chosen is based on solution of Maxwell equations in a given region, with the
continuity across the borders between the consecutive layers. The final governing
equations are as follows:
K .rm
A.I n ( m rm )  D.k n ( m rm )
E ,m 
(1)
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The details may be seen in the M.Sc. thesis, Saad [2007], it is thought to be
useful to investigate the effect of rotor and stator iron cores on both the axial and
circumferential force.
Table (1) gives the machines parameters for the model chosen for the
analysis.
H Z ,m 

jrm .K
n m
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The model under consideration posses eight degrees of freedom. These are
shown in table (2), it may be seen that cases 1 to 4 each represent a type of helical
motion, while cases 5 and 6 each represent a linear type of motion, and finally cases
7 and 8 each represent a rotational type of motion.
Now a helical motion model, was chosen, and the analysis been applied to
investigate the variation of first the axial force with axial speed and second the
variation of the circumferential torque with circumferential speed. The results are
displayed respectively in fig. (6.a) and fig. (6.b).
The effect of adding iron to the rotor circuit is seen to be apparent while
adding iron to stator have a greater effect on the forces, and of course adding iron to
both members of the motor, have the greatest effect on forces and this is expected
because the magnetic circuit becoming ideal and closed.
As a second case in the study a linear type model has been chosen for the
analysis, and fig. (7) shows the variation of axial force with axial speed, and again it
is clear that adding iron to both primary and secondary member of the model would
produce a model with the greatest possible values of forces.
A third case was then chosen for the analysis, this is to represent the
rotational type of motion, and fig. (8) shows the result of the study for such model
which again shows the effect of adding iron to the model both to the stator and rotor
members.
It is clear that the presence of iron in the magnetic circuit of motor increases
the speed at which the maximum developed force occur. This is also expected in the
conventional rotating counter part of the machine. Also it is clear that the effect of
presence of iron in the stator core on the magnetic circuit is more than that in the
rotor core because of the limitation of the rotor core circumference.
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Fig.(6.a) Variation of axial force with
axial speed for the mathematical model
under investigation in helical motion.

Fig.(7) Variation of axial force with axial
speed for the mathematical model under
investigation in linear motion.

Fig.(6.b) Variation of circumferential torque
with circumferential speed for the
mathematical model under investigation in
helical motion.

Fig.(8) Variation of circumferential torque with
circumferential speed for the mathematical model
under investigation in rotary motion.
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Machine parameters
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Table (2)
Eight motion of the secondary conductor by
controlling the phase supply voltage for each layer

No
.

Supply voltage with
identical balance
three-phase

1

Positive sequence
currents were supplied to
first layer only.

2

Negative sequence
currents were supplied to
first layer only.

3

Positive sequence
currents were supplied to
second layer only.

4

Negative sequence
currents were supplied to
second layer only.

5

Both the first and second
layer were excited by
positive sequence.

6

Both the first and second
layer were excited by
negative sequence.

7

8
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Positive sequence
currents were supplied to
first layer while negative
sequence current were
supplied to second layer.
Negative sequence
currents were supplied to
first layer while positive
sequence current were
supplied to second layer.

Secondary
conductor
motion
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a way to investigate the effect of iron presence in the
rotor, in the stator, and finally in both rotor and stator of the type motor described in
the M. Sc. Thesis Saad [2007], and this represent a clear addition to what is
included in the reference thesis, and shows clearly that addition of iron in the stator
would posses a greater effect than that obtained in adding iron to the rotor circuit.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLES
E
H
K
I n , kn
m
n
r , , z



Electrical-field strength, V/m
Magnetic-field strength, A/m
Wave length factor, rad/m
Modified Bessel functions of order n
Subscript referring to region, m
Circumferential pole pairs
Subscripts for cylindrical coordinates
Angular velocity, rad/s
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